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Relaxation music for dogs, designed to protect dog health, make them and their masters happy, it

contains peaceful music, nature sounds, dogs' singing, this is an excellent dog lover gift. 12 MP3 Songs

NEW AGE: Ambient, EASY LISTENING: Mood Music Details: jaro*kova (PhDr Jaroslav KOVARICEK)

Composer of music for dogs, music philosopher, broadcaster, media consultant and poet, was born in

Bohemia. He studied Musicology at Charles University in Prague. In Australia since 1968, he has worked

as broadcaster, designing many innovative programs. His Dreamtime was one of the world's earliest radio

programs of ambient music. Apart from broadcasting over 3 000 hours of musical program, he has

produced numerous programs of poetry, soundscapes, radiophonic works and radio plays. He conducts

lectures on media and workshops of his PSYCHOSONICATM meditation method. He is keen on

promoting a healthy sonic environment and worldwide harmony. Relaxation music for dogs It is well

known that dogs have a very sensitive hearing. They also have a musical ear. I met several dogs who

were good singers, their plaintive howling always in tune. They prefer harmonious sounds and nice

melodies to loud noise and cacophony. Most dogs are afraid of thunderstorms, industrial noise and junk

music. This very first album of music specifically composed for dogs was produced with the assistance of

Dora, my wonderful dog, who used to take me for a walk every morning, and then she led me to the piano

and insisted I play music for her. We had many marvelous musical sessions together. Other dogs were

also coming to listen, Bruno would even sing with us. Many of them, including Dora, are now listening to

the celestial harmonies in dogs' heaven; I miss them and our music making. This first album of music for

dogs is dedicated to the memory of our magnificent Dorinka. This CD can be played to your dog just for

aural pleasure and musical enjoyment. However, it can also be used to dispel the boredom when they are

left home alone and annoy your neighbors with their barking. I suggest this CD is played softly in a repeat
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or random mode; the slow movements will relieve dogs from anxiety, while higher frequencies will

stimulate them. The esoteric messages from other dogs will cheer them up. Your dog may bark loudly

when hearing this music for the first time, as some new dogs come to his space. But with further replays

they become his friends and companions. This album reflects not only my musical experiences with dogs

but also my greatest admiration for these most loyal and genial creatures on earth. Happy listening, dear

dogs!
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